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Billionaires Tony Ressler And Sara Blakely Snatch Atlanta Hawks For $730M 

By Agustino Fontevecchia 

UPDATE: While initial reports indicated the figure was $850 million, the actual acquisition price was 

$730 million, according to Forbes’ Mike Ozanian. 

Billionaire Antony Ressler finally got his hands on an NBA team. Reports indicate Tony, as he’s known, 

led a group of investors which bought the Atlanta Hawks for $850 million including debt, giving the 

financier control of a top-flight basketball franchise after reportedly being outbid by Steve Ballmer for 

the LA Clippers. If the $850 million price tag is confirmed, Bruce Levenson—the Hawks’ main owner—

wouldn’t have achieved his goal of selling for more than $1 billion, the amount Goldman Sachs was 

hired to sell for, as Forbes’ Mike Ozanian had reported. 

Ressler, who is worth $1.43 billion according to our latest estimates, led the group of investors that 

included former NBA all-star Grant Hill, billionaire Spanx founder Sara Blakely, and her husband Jesse 

Itzler, according to ESPN. 

The Atlanta Hawks, which Forbes valued at $825 million in our last NBA valuations list, had been on the 

selling block for a while after it was revealed that Levenson had sent racist emails last September. In the 

aftermath of the Donald Sterling scandal, Leveson immediately came out with an apology, after which 

he hired Goldman Sachs to sell the team for more than $1 billion. 

The Hawks were ranked as the NBA’s 22nd most valuable franchise. The team performed on the court, 

reaching the playoffs for seven consecutive years—the longest streak after the San Antonio Spurs, but 

suffered from low attendance. Still, new deals with Fox Sports South, Time Warner TWX +0.33%, 

and Walt Disney DIS +0.52% provide upside. 

Ressler joined the ranks of the world’s billionaires last year after the IPO of Ares Management, a private 

equity and investment firm he cofounded in 1997. He’s an industry veteran, having cofounded Apollo 

Management with his billionaire brother-in-law Leon Black, and having had a prominent role in the bond 

department Drexel Burnham Lambert, the legendary Wall Street firm famous for its implosion in the 

early 1990s. 

Tony is married to TV actress Jami Gertz and is said to have a minority stake in the Milwaukee 

Brewers. Requests for comment from a spokesperson for Ressler weren’t immediately returned. 

 


